Galaxy Airships Broadcast Systems
Overview
Galaxy Airships built the world’s first unmanned blimp utilized for High Definition
broadcast and corporate sponsorship. With typical payload capacities of 100-200+
pounds, Galaxy Airships platforms provide aerial footage utilizing the highest
quality broadcast and surveillance equipment available, such as the Cineflex Hi-Def
broadcast system.
Galaxy Airships offers an onsite low cost alternative to manned blimps with greater visual impact throughout an
entire event. Large blimps moored onsite become a part of the spectacle and provide complete event exposure
by being both in the air and on the ground within the spectators’ visual envelope at all times.
The Galaxy HD60, demonstrated unprecedented shots that were heavily utilized
during a 2008 “proof of concept” ESPN2 NHRA broadcast.
To see a video demonstrating the quality and diversity
of the footage provided during the broadcast, visit
www.galaxyairships.com.
Cost Analysis
The least expensive manned blimp alternative is the A-60 manufactured by The Lightship Group. The cost for
this system is $300,000 per month with a 4 month minimum contract commitment; including the Cineflex Hi-Def
broadcast system. After banners or vinyl wrap expenses this translates to a total of $1,215,000 to $1,275,000
costs over those 4-months.
Helicopters are the nearest low cost competitor for providing aerial footage, but
do not offer aerial signage and are not considered a competitor in complete event
aerial promotion operations. Full-sized blimps and helicopters are limited to
providing camera shots from altitudes greater than 1,000ft, and can be subject to
under-utilization during broadcast events.
Flying between 200 and 500 feet, Galaxy Airships unmanned blimps can cover the
same span of time and deliver higher impact advertising and lower camera angles
for less than half the cost.
Summary
Galaxy Airships provides high impact aerial advertising platforms with the ability to carry high quality HD
broadcast camera gimbals at a fraction of the cost of manned blimps. With compelling camera angles, increased
spectator impact, and interactive ability, Galaxy’s airships will be an integral and welcome partner at any event.
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